
Primary Hybrid Agendas and Tell-Tale Traits 
For Hybrids on the Earth Plane at this time in History 

We recommend you consider the Hybrid transition agenda you selected and begin to 
think on how best to embrace that agenda. Specifically: 

• If you are an elder on the Earth plane (as defined by having sixty or more Earth 
years of age), then your Hybrid transition agenda is a ‘wisdom generator’ agenda.  
You selected the Earth plane and your Earth age at this time of transition with an 
awareness you were selecting a wisdom agenda. 

• If you are of middle age on the Earth plane (as defined by having more than forty 
Earth years and fewer than sixty Earth years), your Hybrid transition agenda is 
an ‘action creator’ agenda. You selected the Earth plane and your Earth age at 
this time of transition with an awareness you were selecting an action agenda. 

• If you are of young adult age on the Earth plane (as defined by having more than 
twenty Earth years and fewer than forty Earth years), your Hybrid transition 
agenda is a ‘generator and awakener’ agenda. You selected the Earth plane and 
your Earth age at this time of transition with an awareness you were selecting a 
generator and awakener agenda. 
 

Common Hybrid Traits: 
• An inquisitiveness about the world, 
• A lack of tolerance for the mundane, 
• A gentle approach which accomplishes a great deal, 
• The lack of a victim mentality, 
• Awareness of a connection to The All/The Divine. 

This list reflects only a few aspects of a much longer list. That said,  these traits to be the 
most telling for an Earth plane existence. 

To Connect to other Hybrids: 

• Become aware of your own Tell-Tale Traits. 
• Determine which of those Traits you are willing to ‘expose’. 
• Begin to show/expose/live more of your Hybridness. 
• Notice others around you with similar traits (the mirroring phenomenon); and, 
• Begin to explore the Hybrid Connection. 

 
Steps to intentional interactions with other Hybrids 

• Intentional interactions. 
• Meditating and contemplating these interactions. 
• Being aware and awake during interactions with a focus on unique. 
• Following up on interactions with possibilities! 

 


